Dear Dr. Fauci:

We are troubled about reports of expensive, deadly and apparently unnecessary taxpayer-funded experiments on dogs commissioned by NIAID.

According to a recent watchdog report and related media coverage, NIAID spent $424,455 to commission ongoing testing in which over two dozen healthy beagles are to be infected with parasites and then killed to test an experimental vaccine for the tropical human disease lymphatic filariasis. Documents released through the Freedom of Information Act show that the dogs were “vocalizing in pain” during this testing, which is scheduled to run until January 2022.

We are concerned that these NIAID-commissioned tests on dogs are unnecessary and wasteful.

The Food and Drug Administration has stated as recently as last month that, “The FDA does not mandate that human drugs be studied in dogs.” We also understand that this experimental drug has already been extensively tested in animals, including dogs, primates, gerbils and mice.

In light of the above, please provide the following information by August 30, 2021:

- Are these dog experiments ongoing? Are they still slated to end in January 2022?
- How many dogs have been experimented on and killed to date?
- How much of the $424,455 has been spent to date on these dog experiments?
- Why did NIAID commission testing on dogs specifically for this experimental human drug when the FDA clearly states that testing on dogs is not required?
- Who at NIAID authorized this dog testing to take place?

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Sincerely,
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